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Economics of Shipping & Other Papers - S. N. Sanklecha 1982
On Indian mercantile shipping.
Ship Construction - David J. Eyres 1972
Ship Construction is a comprehensive text for students of naval
architecture, ship building and construction, and for professional Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers. Covers the complete ship construction
process including the development of ship types, materials and strengths
of ships, welding and cutting, shipyard practice, ship structure and
outfitting, All the latest developments in technology and shipyard
methods, including a new chapter on computer-aided design and
manufacture, Essential for students and professionals, particularly those
working in shipyards, supervising ship construction, conversion and
maintenance. Book jacket.
The Law of Ship Mortgages - David Osborne 2016-09-13
Thought to be the most comprehensive guide to English law relating to
ship mortgages, the second edition of The Law of Ship Mortgages has
been highly anticipated. This fully-updated and complete explanation
provides practitioners with a practical, commercially-based, and
definitive guide to the English law of ship mortgages as well as important
related areas such as conflict of laws and insolvency. The authors, being
seasoned practitioners themselves, bring their practical experience to
bear on a number of difficult and developing areas of the law, such as:
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mortgagees’ duties, liability to charterers, conflicts of laws, work-outs
and cross border insolvency. New to this edition: In-depth analysis of
noteworthy cases such as The WD Fairway litigation, PK Airfinance v
Alpstream, and Tropical Reefer and Anton Durbeck v DNB Enhanced
coverage of issues such as security interests in ships, priority, and third
party involvement Completely revised and reordered content, to better
reflect practitioner needs Written with practitioners in mind, this new
edition will be extremely useful to legal professionals working in any
jurisdiction that is involved in international ship finance, as well as postgraduate students and academics.
Shipbuilding Management - George Bruce 2020-12-05
This book highlights the main features of shipbuilding management
which lead to successful completion of shipbuilding projects. A brief
review of the market context for the industry, its historical development
are given to explain how shipbuilding arrived at its current structure.
First pre-production including design, planning, cost estimating,
procurement of materials and sub-contracting. Then, the production
sequence outlines part preparation, hull assembly and construction,
outfitting and painting, testing and completion. The importance of human
resources and management organisation are explained. Building a ship is
a complex project, so the principles of project management are
described, first in general terms and then with specific reference to their
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application in shipbuilding. Finally managing the progress of a
shipbuilding project and achieving completion are emphasised.
Introduction to Islamic Banking and Finance - Brian Kettell 2011-10-07
Introduction to Islamic Banking and Finance is a succinct guide to the
key characteristics of Islamic banking highlighting how these differ from
conventional banking. This detailed book illustrates how Islamic banking
is consistent with the Sharia'a, a key element of which is the prohibition
on collecting and paying interest. This central religious precept appears
to rule out most aspects of modern finance but it does allow money to be
used for trading tangible assets and business, which can then generate a
profit. Brian Kettell's book looks at all aspects of Islamic banking,
including chapters on its creation and evolution through to detailed
discussions of the issues involved in the Sharia'a contracts of Murabaha,
Mudaraba, Musharaka, Ijara, Istisna'a, and Salam. Islamic insurance
(Takaful) is also covered. Finally the book takes a look at Sharia'a law
and Sharia'a boards, indicating the roles and responsibilities that come
with membership. Islamic banks have been operating in places such as
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and Dubai for some time. Conventional
bankers have traditionally viewed the sector as a small, exotic niche but
recent years have seen a dramatic surge in popularity. A number of
Western investment banks have started working with Muslim clerics to
create new ranges of financial products designed for devout Muslims, a
large and growing market. Although estimates of the size of the Islamic
finance industry vary greatly, everyone agrees that it is expanding
rapidly and this is the perfect book for anyone looking to understand the
industry.
Maritime Economics - Alan Branch 2013-04-15
Now in its second edition Maritime Economics provides a valuable
introduction to the organisation and workings of the global shipping
industry. The author outlines the economic theory as well as many of the
operational practicalities involved. Extensively revised for the new
edition, the book has many clear illustrations and tables. Topics covered
include: * an overview of international trade * Maritime Law * economic
organisation and principles * financing ships and shipping companies *
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market research and forecasting.
Design Principles of Ships and Marine Structures - Suresh Chandra
Misra 2015-12-01
The Definitive Reference for Designers and Design Students A solid
grasp of the fundamentals of materials, along with a thorough
understanding of load and design techniques, provides the components
needed to complete a marine platform design. Design Principles of Ships
and Marine Structures details every facet of ship design and design
integration, and highlights the design aspects that must be put together
to create an integrated whole product. This book discusses naval
architecture and marine engineering applications and principles relevant
to the design of various systems, examines advanced numerical
techniques that can be applied to maritime design procedure at the
concept design stage, and offers a comprehensive approach to the
subject of ship design. Covers the Entire Sphere of Marine Design The
book begins with an introduction to marine design and the marine
environment, describing many of the marine products that are used for
transportation, defense and the exploitation of marine resources. It also
discusses stability issues relevant to ship design, as well as
hydrodynamic aspects of resistance, propulsion, sea keeping and
maneuvering, and their effects on design. In addition to covering the
various systems and sub-systems that go into making a complex product
to be used in maritime environment, the author explains engineering
economics and its application in ship design, and provides examples
wherever necessary. Written by an author with more than 35 years of
teaching experience, this book: Describes various design methodologies
such as sequential design process with the application of concurrent
engineering and set based design factors in the use of computer-aided
design techniques Highlights the shape design methodology of ship
forms and layout design principles Considers design aspects relative to
safety and risk assessment Introduces the design for production aspects
in marine product development Discusses design principles for
sustainability Explains the principles of numerical optimization for
decision-making Design Principles of Ships and Marine Structures
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focuses on ship design efficiency, safety, sustainability, production, and
management, and appeals to students and design professionals in the
field of shipping, shipbuilding and offshore engineering.
Ship Construction - David J Eyres 2006-12-14
Ship Construction is a comprehensive text for students of naval
architecture, ship building and construction, and for professional Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers as a refresher on the latest
developments in ship types, safety and shipyard practices. Beginning
with an introduction to ship building and concluding with the finished
product, the book enables the reader to follow the construction of a ship
from start to finish. Eyres explores in depth, chapter by chapter, the
development of ship types, materials and strengths of ships, welding and
cutting, shipyard practice, ship structure and outfitting. The new edition
includes a new chapter on computer-aided design and manufacture, and
all the latest international regulations and technological developments. ·
Covers the complete ship construction process including the
development of ship types, materials and strengths of ships, welding and
cutting, shipyard practice, ship structure and outfitting · All the latest
developments in technology and shipyard methods, including a new
chapter on computer-aided design and manufacture · Essential for
students and professionals, particularly those working in shipyards,
supervising ship construction, conversion and maintenance
The Application of Contracts in Developing Offshore Oil and Gas
Projects - Philip Loots 2019-03-14
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the key aspects and
contracts involved in the process of developing oil and gas projects, with
an emphasis on offshore developments. Project development in oil and
gas carries with it numerous unique risks and challenges. By identifying
and managing risk through the various contract stages, each stage of the
project is seen in perspective and therefore gives readers a better
understanding of how that stage was arrived at and what is expected to
come later. To do this, the authors use illustrative international case
studies from past and current projects, thereby deepening the reader’s
understanding and awareness of risk from practical experience, as well
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as suggesting answers for those who are involved in developing oil and
gas projects. The Application of Contracts in Developing Offshore Oil and
Gas Projects is intended for project owners, project managers,
contractors, finance managers, commercial managers and lawyers who
seek to understand the subject from a practical point of view.
The Shipping Law Review - George Eddings 2020
Guidelines for Maritime Legislation - United Nations. Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 1991
Law of Yachts & Yachting - Richard Coles 2013-07-31
The book is the first comprehensive treatise on the law relating to yachts
and provides its readers with a thorough analysis of maritime law as
relevant to the superyacht sector. Written by a team of leading yachting
practitioners and researchers, it covers the legal issues arising during
the life of a yacht. The book is written for the legal practitioner, yachtbroker and manager concerned with the operation of professionally
crewed yachts including financing, registration, chartering, insurance,
compliance and casualty management. Key Features - •This is the first
and only practitioners’ book on the area •It covers all major aspects of
yachting law in a single book •The Law of Yachts and Yachting is highly
comprehensive - despite its main focus on contract and tort law, it
contains references to public law and international law and practice
•References to case law, English, foreign and international •Appendices
containing essential source materials
The Business of Shipbuilding - George Bruce 2013-12-04
The Business of Shipbuilding thoroughly analyses vessel construction,
from material receipt and preparation, to final outfitting. It explains the
central role of computer technology in the design process, the growing
importance of supply chain management for materials and services and
the use of subcontractors. Methods of measuring progress, productivity,
performance and the need for enforcing standards during construction
are also discussed. Through the use of practical examples, The Business
of Shipbuilding explains the structure of shipbuilding in Japan, Korea,
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the European Union, China, Eastern Europe and the Americas and places
this in the context of the economic and political climate of each region.
Written in a clear and concise style and illustrated throughout with
diagrams, charts and plans, The Business of Shipbuilding will be an
invaluable reference tool both for experienced shipbuilders and for
shipowners, managers, operators, brokers, insurers, lawyers,
universities, surveyors and equipment suppliers.
Keating on Offshore Construction and Marine Engineering Contracts Keating Chambers 2018
Keating on Offshore Construction and Marine Engineering Contracts
provides in-depth guidance on the agreements involved in the
construction of ships, rigs and other offshore vessels and structures. It
will equip marine construction lawyers with a one-stop reference on all
aspects of the modern shipbuilding and offshore engineering contracts
and for dealing effectively with the problems that may arise.
Major Companies of the Arab World 1993/94 - Giselle C Bricault
2012-12-06
This book represents the seventeenth edition of the leading IMPORTANT
reference work MAJOR COMPANIES OF THE ARAB WORLD. All
company entries have been entered in MAJOR COMPANIES OF THE
ARAB WORLD absolutely free of ThiS volume has been completely
updated compared to last charge, thus ensuring a totally objective
approach to the year's edition. Many new companies have also been
included information given. this year. Whilst the publishers have made
every effort to ensure that the information in this book was correct at the
time of press, no The publishers remain confident that MAJOR
COMPANIES responsibility or liability can be accepted for any errors or
OF THE ARAB WORLD contains more information on the omissions, or
fqr the consequences thereof. major industrial and commercial
companies than any other work. The information in the book was
submitted mostly by the ABOUT GRAHAM & TROTMAN LTD companies
themselves, completely free of charge. To all those Graham & Trotman
Ltd, a member of the Kluwer Academic companies, which assisted us in
our research operation, we Publishers Group, is a publishing
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organisation specialising in express grateful thanks. To all those
individuals who gave us the research and publication of business and
technical help as well, we are similarly very grateful. information for
industry and commerce in many parts of the world.
Maritime Law - Christopher Julius Starforth Hill 1998
This practical book provides a standard introduction for lawyers new to
maritime law and for other shipping and legal professions. Explaining
both the traditional aspects of maritime law and looking at the current
state of the law, with reference to key international issues, it provides
the grounding that the professional needs to operate in today's
environment. This revised work features the developments and
significant cases which have occured since the 1995 edition including:
The 1996 Inter-Club Agreement; LOF 95; Trip Charters; relevant
provisions of the 1996 Arbitration Act; the Merchant Shipping Act 1995;
commentary on the 1992 Convention on Oil Pollution; emphasis on the
increasing inter-relationship between EU law and English Admirality
Law; and recent cases and decisions concerning charterparties, salvage,
collisions, and admirality jurisdiction.
Maritime Law - Yvonne Baatz 2017-09-19
Now in its fourth edition, this authoritative guide covers all of the core
aspects of maritime law in one distinct volume. Maritime Law is written
by a team of leading academics and practitioners, each expert in their
own field. Together, they provide clear, concise and fully up-to-date
coverage of topics ranging from bills of lading to arrest of ships, all
written in an accessible and engaging style. As English law is heavily
relied on throughout the maritime world, this book is grounded in
English law whilst continuing to analyse the key international
conventions currently in force. Brand new coverage includes: The entry
into force of the Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements, 2005
and greater detail on Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2012 on jurisdiction and
the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial
matters (recast). The entry into force of the Nairobi International
Convention on the Removal of Wrecks, 2007. Discussion on the Arctic
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Sunrise and Duzgit Integrity arbitrations and the "Enrica Lexie" Incident
(Italy v India), Provisional Measures in the International Tribunal for the
Law of the Sea. Analysis of the Insurance Act 2015. Comment on recent
cases including London Steam Ship Owners Mutual Insurance
Association Ltd v Spain (The Prestige) and PST Energy 7 Shipping LLC v
OW Bunker Malta Ltd (The Res Cogitans). This book is a comprehensive
reference source for students, academics and legal practitioners
worldwide, especially those new to maritime law or a particular field
therein.
The Law of Shipbuilding Contracts - Simon Curtis 1996
This guide to the legal principles governing contracts for the
construction of ships has been updated to take into account
developments and case law. The second edition addresses a number of
significant changes in the English law of contract as it affects the
interpretation of shipbuilding contracts and the ancillary agreements
used in the majority of large-scale newbuilding projects.
Guide-lines for Maritime Legislation - United Nations. Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 1985
Lloyd's Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly - Lloyd's (Firm)
2002
Shipbuilding Contracts - Malcolm Alistair Clarke 1992
This book provides a source of expert guidance for those involved in
drawing up, negotiating or enforcing shipbuilding contracts.
Ship Sale and Purchase - Iain S. Goldrein 1993
International Arbitration in the Energy Sector - Maxi Scherer
2018-02-22
Disputes in the energy and natural resources sector are at the heart of
international arbitration. With more arbitrations arising in the
international energy sector than in any other sector, it is not surprising
that the highest valued awards in the history of arbitration come from
energy-related arbitrations. Energy disputes often involve complex and
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controversial issues relating to security, sovereignty, and public welfare.
International Arbitration in the Energy Sector puts international energy
disputes into a global context, providing broad coverage of different
forms and systems of dispute resolution across both renewable and nonrenewable sectors. With contributions from leading practitioners,
arbitrators, academics, and industry experts from across the globe, the
eighteen chapters in the book enable readers to compare the approaches
to, and learnings from, energy arbitrations across various legal systems
and geographic regions. After outlining the international energy
arbitration legal framework, the text delves into a detailed analysis of the
problems which regularly arise in practice. These include, among other
things, commercial disputes in Part I (e.g. over the upstream oil sector
and long-term gas supply contracts), investor-state disputes in Part II
(e.g. under the Energy Charter Treaty), and public international law
disputes in Part III (e.g. concerning international boundaries and the
distribution of natural resources). Alongside recent developments in the
international energy sector, attention is given to climate and sustainable
development disputes, which raise important questions about enforcing
sustainability objectives on individuals, corporations, and states. Backed
by analyses of arbitral awards, national court and international tribunal
decisions, treaties, and other international legal instruments, as well as
current events and news in the energy industry, this text offers a unique
contribution to international energy literature and provides insightful
commentary on the prevalent issues in the field. It is essential reading
for any practitioner or researcher in the energy and natural resources
sector.
International Construction Contract Law - Lukas Klee 2018-07-17
The updated second edition of the practical guide to international
construction contract law The revised second edition of International
Construction Contract Law is a comprehensive book that offers an
understanding of the legal and managerial aspects of large international
construction projects. This practical resource presents an introduction to
the global construction industry, reviews the basics of construction
projects and examines the common risks inherent in construction
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projects. The author — an expert in international construction contracts
— puts the focus on FIDIC standard forms and describes their use within
various legal systems. This important text contains also a comparison of
other common standard forms such as NEC, AIA and VOB, and explains
how they are used in a global context. The revised edition of
International Construction Contract Law offers additional vignettes on
current subjects written by international panel of numerous contributors.
Designed to be an accessible resource, the book includes a basic
dictionary of construction contract terminology, many sample letters for
Claim Management and a wealth of examples and case studies that offer
helpful aids for construction practitioners. The second edition of the text
includes: • Updated material in terms of new FIDIC and NEC Forms
published in 2017 • Many additional vignettes that clearly exemplify the
concepts presented within the text • Information that is appropriate for a
global market, rather than oriented to any particular legal system • The
essential tools that were highlighted the first edition such as sample
letters, dictionary and more • A practical approach to the principles of
International Construction Contract Law and construction contract
management. Does not get bogged down with detailed legal jargon
Written for consulting engineers, lawyers, clients, developers,
contractors and construction managers worldwide, the second edition of
International Construction Contract Law offers an essential guide to the
legal and managerial aspects of large international construction projects.
Ship Building, Sale and Finance - Baris Soyer 2016-04-20
Written by a team of acclaimed practitioners and leading academics, this
book brings together in one single volume an analysis of contemporary
legal issues concerning ship building, sale and finance contracts. It offers
a comprehensive, expert and thoroughly practical guide on what is a very
complex area of law in today's international shipping industry. The book
presents a detailed and critical analysis of standard and non-standard
shipbuilding and sale contracts, including vital but often overlooked
issues such as payment and refund guarantees, which have been at the
forefront of recent litigation and practice. It also critically and
thoroughly analyses several types of standard insurance contracts,
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including shipbuilder's risks and mortgagee's interests, which are not
adequately dealt with elsewhere and it provides a critical and
contemporary discussion on the legal and practical issues surrounding
ship finance, ship mortgages and more esoteric issues such as the use of
bareboat charters and financial derivatives. This book is an indispensable
guide for legal practitioners, academics and industry professionals
worldwide. The book is divided into 3 parts; Legal Issues relating to Ship
Building, Ship Sale Contracts and Practice, and Legal and Practical
Issues relating to Ship Finance. Each has been expertly contributed to by
the leading practitioners and academics in the field from top firms,
chambers and institutions including; Ince & Co, Quadrant Chambers,
Haynes and Boone CDG, LLP, Holman Fenwick Willan LLP, Watson
Farley & Williams LLP, 7 Kings Bench Walk, and Institute of
International Shipping and Trade Law (IISTL) of Swansea University.
New Ship Construction - United States. Congress. Senate. Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce 1956
Considers legislation to establish a subsidy program for Great Lakes bulk
cargo shippers to promote the construction of new ore transport vessels.
Project Finance for the International Petroleum Industry - Robert
Clews 2016-04-07
This overview of project finance for the oil and gas industry covers
financial markets, sources and providers of finance, financial structures,
and capital raising processes. About US$300 billion of project finance
debt is raised annually across several capital intensive sectors—including
oil and gas, energy, infrastructure, and mining—and the oil and gas
industry represents around 30% of the global project finance market.
With over 25 year’s project finance experience in international banking
and industry, author Robert Clews explores project finance techniques
and their effectiveness in the petroleum industry. He highlights the
petroleum industry players, risks, economics, and commercial/legal
arrangements. With petroleum industry projects representing amongst
the largest industrial activities in the world, this book ties together
concepts and tools through real examples and aims to ensure that project
finance will continue to play a central role in bringing together investors
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and lenders to finance these ventures. Combines the theory and practice
of raising long-term funding for capital intensive projects with insights
about the appeal of project finance to the international oil and gas
industry Includes case studies and examples covering projects in the
Arctic, East Africa, Latin America, North America, and Australia
Emphasizes the full downstream value chain of the industry instead of
limiting itself to upstream and pipeline project financing Highlights
petroleum industry players, risks, economics, and commercial and legal
arrangements
Ship Construction - George J Bruce 2012-05-22
Ship Construction, Seventh Edition, offers guidance for ship design and
shipbuilding from start to finish. It provides an overview of current
shipyard techniques, safety in shipyard practice, materials and strengths,
welding and cutting, and ship structure, along with computer-aided
design and manufacture, international regulations for ship types, new
materials, and fabrication technologies. Comprised of seven sections
divided into 32 chapters, the book introduces the reader to shipbuilding,
including the basic design of a ship, ship dimensions and category, and
development of ship types. It then turns to a discussion of rules and
regulations governing ship strength and structural integrity, testing of
materials used in ship construction, and welding practices and weld
testing. Developments in the layout of a shipyard are also considered,
along with development of the initial structural and arrangement design
into information usable by production; the processes involved in the
preparation and machining of a plate or section; and how a ship
structure is assembled. A number of websites containing further
information, drawings, and photographs, as well as regulations that
apply to ships and their construction, are listed at the end of most
chapters. This text is an invaluable resource for students of marine
sciences and technology, practicing marine engineers and naval
architects, and professionals from other disciplines ranging from law to
insurance, accounting, and logistics. Covers the complete ship
construction process including the development of ship types, materials
and strengths, welding and cutting and ship structure, with numerous
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clear line diagrams included for ease of understanding Includes the
latest developments in technology and shipyard methods, including a
new chapter on computer-aided design and manufacture Essential for
students and professionals, particularly those working in shipyards,
supervising ship construction, conversion and maintenance
Ship Design and Construction - Thomas Lamb (MBA.) 2003
Offshore Construction - Stuart Beadnall 2016-06-10
With thirty per cent of the world’s oil and gas production coming from
offshore areas, the construction of specialist vessels to perform offshore
operations is a crucial part of the industry. However, with exploration
and production being performed in increasingly exacting locations, the
scope for disputes arising from cost overruns, scheduling delays and
technical difficulties is immense. In the absence of legal precedent, this
ground-breaking title provides practical guidance on avoiding and
resolving disputes in the construction of offshore units and vessels,
including FPSOs, drilling units, OSVs and fixed platforms. Written by a
leading team at Stephenson Harwood, this book covers the entire
construction process from initial concept right through to installation, at
each stage commenting on typical contract terms and offering expert
advice based on real-life examples. Key topics include: Design risk
Changes to the work Consequences of delay Acceptance Tests
Termination Dispute resolution This unique text will be of enormous
assistance both to legal practitioners and offshore construction
professionals including project managers, financiers, insurers, and subcontractors.
International Construction Contract Law - Lukas Klee 2015-01-07
"Aimed at a global market so not oriented to any particular legal system,
the book is useful to readers throughout the world"-The IMLI Manual on International Maritime Law - David Joseph
Attard 2014
"This three-volume Manual on International Maritime Law presents a
systematic analysis of the history and contemporary development of
international maritime law by leading contributors from across the
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world. Prepared in cooperation with the International Maritime Law
Institute, the International Maritime Organization's research and
training institute, this a uniquely comprehensive study of this
fundamental area of international law. Volume I: The Law of the Sea
addresses the major issues which arise in the law of the sea. It provides a
detailed understanding of the historical development of the law of the
sea; the role of the International Maritime Organization; the law
surrounding maritime zones; the legal regime of islands; the
international sea-bed area; the legal regime governing marine scientific
research; the rights and obligations of land-locked and geographically
disadvantaged states; the legal regime of Arctic and Antarctic; and the
settlements of disputes. This volume also considers the ways in which
human rights and the law of the sea interact." -Modern Maritime Law (Volume 2) - Aleka Mandaraka-Sheppard
2013-12-17
This unique title examines in depth issues of jurisdiction, maritime law
and practice from a modern perspective and highlights the importance of
risk management with a view to avoiding pitfalls in litigation or
arbitration and minimising exposure to liabilities. The third edition has
been fully revised and restructured into two self-contained volumes, the
first covering jurisdictional issues and risks and the second exploring the
diverse aspects of maritime law, risks and liabilities. The second volume
tackles the substantive maritime law with a particular emphasis on risk
and liabilities, and analyses issues of contract, tort and criminal law,
causation and remoteness of damages. Key features of Volume Two
include: An analysis of the regulatory regime, new EU and IMO safety at
sea legislation, reforming practices for flag states and recognised
organisations, vetting, codes of good practice, and International
Conventions. An explanation of the Rules of attribution of liability, the
impact of the ISM Code upon liabilities, including criminal, corporate
manslaughter, and the new Directive for ship-source pollution. Important
developments in areas including: Ship-managing risks, best endeavours
and fiduciary duties Mortgagees risks and economic torts New BIMCO
standard terms of contracts Ship-sale risks – including sale ‘as is’ and ‘as
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she was’ Shipbuilding risks – guarantees and performance bonds New
trends on wrongful acts of employees, collisions and measure of
damages, salvage issues, environmental salvage, and towage contracts
Piracy risks cases and general average New perspectives on risks and
liabilities of port authorities Pollution liabilities, including trends of
prosecution of class societies and charterers and new limits of liability
under International Conventions Purchase Volumes 1 and 2 of the
Modern Maritime Law together for a reduced price at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415843201/
Shipping World & Shipbuilder - 2001
Refund Guarantees - Mark Davis 2015-05-22
A refund guarantee is an essential component of almost every
shipbuilding project, without which the buyer will be unwilling or unable
to proceed. There is no standard form of refund guarantee in universal
usage, and both the form and substance of refund guarantee instruments
vary widely from case to case. The ambiguity or uncertainty of the
meaning of refund guarantee instruments, against a backdrop of a sharp
downturn in the shipping markets, has led to numerous disputes in
recent years concerning refund guarantees, which have been the subject
of a number of important decisions of the English Courts. This is the first
English law text book dedicated to the subject of refund guarantees. It
provides essential guidance as to the issues arising and the pitfalls to be
avoided. It analyses the specimen form of guarantee annexed to Bimco’s
NEWBUILDCON form, and covers topics such as the circumstances in
which the liability of the guarantor may be discharged, and when a
builder may be entitled to obtain an injunction to restrain payment under
a refund guarantee. It will be an essential and practical guide for those
engaged in the shipbuilding industry, including shipbuilders, shipowners,
banks and insurance companies, P&I clubs, and those advising them.
The Law of Yachts & Yachting - Richard Coles 2018-04-17
Now it its second edition, The Law of Yachts and Yachting is a
comprehensive treatise on the law relating to yachts and provides its
readers with a thorough analysis of maritime law as relevant to the
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superyacht sector. Written by a team of leading yachting practitioners
and researchers, it covers the legal issues arising during the life of a
yacht. The book is written for the legal practitioner, yacht-broker and
manager concerned with the operation of professionally crewed yachts
including financing, registration, chartering, insurance, compliance and
casualty management. Key Features - •The only practitioners’ book on
the area •It covers all major aspects of yachting law in a single book
•The Law of Yachts and Yachting is highly comprehensive - despite its
main focus on contract and tort law, it contains references to public law
and international law and practice •References to case law, English,
foreign and international •Appendices containing essential source
materials The second edition will cover important changes in the
superyacht industry such as: the new MYBA Charter Form 2017, the
Large Yacht Code (LY3) and the Passenger Yacht Code, both shortly to
be consolidated into the new REG-YC, and the coming into force of the
Maritime Labour Convention 2006, to name just a few.
International Maritime Law - 1996
The Business of Shipbuilding - George Bruce 2013-12-04
The Business of Shipbuilding thoroughly analyses vessel construction,
from material receipt and preparation, to final outfitting. It explains the
central role of computer technology in the design process, the growing
importance of supply chain management for materials and services and
the use of subcontractors. Methods of measuring progress, productivity,
performance and the need for enforcing standards during construction
are also discussed. Through the use of practical examples, The Business
of Shipbuilding explains the structure of shipbuilding in Japan, Korea,
the European Union, China, Eastern Europe and the Americas and places
this in the context of the economic and political climate of each region.
Written in a clear and concise style and illustrated throughout with
diagrams, charts and plans, The Business of Shipbuilding will be an
invaluable reference tool both for experienced shipbuilders and for
shipowners, managers, operators, brokers, insurers, lawyers,
universities, surveyors and equipment suppliers.
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The Law of Shipbuilding Contracts - Simon Curtis 2014-04-03
This is the leading text on shipbuilding and marine construction, already
widely used on a global basis by shipowners, shipbuilders and their
commercial and legal advisers. It is now ten years since the last edition
and much has changed in the world of shipbuilding since then,
particularly in the period since 2008 which has seen numerous attempts
by owners to renegotiate the prices and/or delivery dates of tonnage and
an enormous increase in the level of “vessel rejection” and cancellation
disputes. The Law of Shipbuilding Contracts examines the principles of
English contract law as these apply to shipbuilding. This edition
comments in detail upon the Shipbuilders’ Association of Japan Form but
now contrasts this with the NEWBUILDCON from BIMCO in 2007 and
the China Maritime Arbitration Commission Forms from 2011 where
these are significantly different. It also includes sections dealing with
agreements ancillary to the shipbuilding contract and conversion
contracts. Overview of book: Since the last edition in 2002, China has
become a major global exporter of newbuildings and new BIMCO
shipbuilding contract form has been published. Although retaining the
original format of commentary on the Japanese (SAJ) standard form
shipbuilding contract, the new edition contrasts this with the BIMCO
form and the recently published China Maritime Arbitration Commission
(CMAC) form in order to provide a broad ranging analysis of this
complex subject. The book details the principles of English contract law
as these apply to international shipbuilding. It will, as in the previous
editions, also include sections dealing with the guarantees and other
agreements which support the shipbuilding contract and with ship
conversion contracts Essential reading for: - Purchasers and charterers
of newbuilding tonnage - Shipbuilders and offshore construction yards Lawyers and insurers working in the maritime and offshore oil and gas
sectors - Banks and other finance providers
Maritime Economics - Martin Stopford 1997
Now in its second edition, Maritime Economics provides a valuable
introduction to the organisation and workings of the global shipping
industry. It is an excellent and up to date treatment of shipping as an
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economic activity.
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